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**********Save MONEY $$$********** +++LEARN TO RUN ANY CAR ON WATER+++ with the

HYDROSTAR SYSTEM! Cutting Edge HYTRONICS Makes It Possible to Construct a Simplistic

Affordable and Powerful Hydrogen Fuel System for Your Vehicle for any ENGINE. GET ALOT OF FREE

BONUS The HydroStar System is an unique solution, nothing else compares to it. It's compact,

inexpensive relatively easy to assemble and totally reliable. But the actual idea of using hydrogen is over

a century old, it goes back to the very first engine. It was a great idea, but nobody could figure out how to

turn the concept into reality. *Its TrueYou CAN Run Your Vehicle on WATER !!!! *STOP Wasting Money

on High-Priced Gas!!! *The HydroStar System Converts your Car/Truck/Motorcycle to Run on Hydrogen,

from WATER!!! What is the HydroStar System, and does it work? The HydroStar System is a

water-fueled engine conversion system. The engine operates entirely on hydrogen and oxygen,

generated by the electrolysis of water. The HydroStar System is the end result of many years of testing

and experimentation with a multitude of hydrogen generating systems based on the principle of

electrolysis of water. Why is the HydroStar called a conversion system? Because the HydroStar System

doesnt require removal, modification, or disabling of any of your vehicles existing systems. It allows you

to run your vehicle on either its existing gasoline system or the HydroStar System, and you can switch

back at any time. How well does the HydroStar perform? Great! A vehicle powered by the HydroStar

System is capable of traveling from 50 to 300 miles on each gallon of water (as with any fuel source,

actual efficiency depends on many factors including driving habits, terrain, and vehicle weight and shape).

Is the HydroStar System difficult to build? No. It is relatively easy to assemble and very easy to install.

The usual tools found in a typical home workshop will do the job. Will the HydroStar work on my vehicle?

Yes. Whether its old or new, gas or diesel, car, truck, or motorcycle, the HydroStar System can be used

to convert your engine to run on hydrogen. Is the HydroStar safe? Yes. Vehicles powered by the

HydroStar System are inherently safer than existing gasoline powered vehicles, because there is no need

for a fuel tank filled with combustible fuel. Hydrogen is created on demand, as the vehicle runs, so the
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storage tank contains only water (no need to worry about your fuel tank exploding in an accident).

INCLUDES: Complete explanation of how the HydroStar system works. Step by Step Instructions for:

Assembly, Installation, Testing, Adjustment, Maintenance and Cleaning. Complete parts lists, including

suppliers and part numbers. Not only is the HydroStar relatively simple, but its parts are easy to find. For

example: 1. Hydrogen Generator - It's case is made of 4" CPVC pipe. It's available at most building

supply stores and costs next to nothing. And, being only about 10" long, it's compact enough to fit under

the hood of almost any vehicle. Location isn't critical. You can even mount it in the trunk. 2. Water

Reservoir - any old large can or jar will do the job, but a 5 to 10 gallon plastic gas can is perfect. 3.

HyTronics - No high cost or exotic electronic parts are used in the HydroStar. You can find everything at a

local Radio Shack, Circuits-R-Us, or DigiKey. ***********!! FREE BONUSES !!********************* If you

purchase the HydroStar System plans, you will get FREE extra materials. The additional plans included

will help you switch from petroleum fuels to a cheaper and cleaner alternative: Hydrogen Booster Plans 

Probably the most popular automotive conversion currently being used to save gas, save money, and

help the environment. These easy to build boosters use the same concept as the HydroStar System

(hydrogen fuel from electrolysis of water), but allow you to supplement the gas or diesel you use now

instead of replacing it completely. The benefits of a partial conversion: simpler and easier to construct and

install: START SAVING MONEY NOW ON GAS !! Typical mileage increases from a booster are from 15

to 40, depending largely on vehicle and driving habits. Some users have even reported gains as high as

65!! Electronic Fuel Injector Enhancer (EFIE) Plans + INSTALLATION VIDEO INCLUDED If you drive a

fuel injected vehicle (most 1990 and newer vehicles) this simple device will let you get the MAXIMUM

benefit from your hydrogen conversion (works with both the HydroStar and Hydrogen Boosters). The

EFIE enhances the signal coming from your O2 sensor, so that your car's ECU will accept the addition of

HHO to the fuel system. Very inexpensive and fairly easy to build. Includes complete parts list with item

numbers from two suppliers. UltraMist (Hydrostar) Vapor Injector Plans This vapor injector will increase

your engine's compression ratio, leading to more complete combustion, additional power, and improved

mileage from your engine. Easy to build and long lasting; requires no maintenance. Homemade Batteries

Learn how to build a powerful homemade water cell battery right in your own home.Research has proving

that you can build a simple water cell battery, powerful enough to run a car as well as your home lighting.

Although these plans are simple in design,you can provide yourself with hours of fun as well as doing



complex research in this field. To recharge your battery you simply replinish the water tank with fresh

water and your battery is fully charged again. Many people like to use pure water with just a touch of

Chlorine or rain water. Rain water has some acid in it. Information on this technology (Free Fuel) Circuit

diagram and plans AND MORE
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